Technical Data Sheet
4EVERblue
Product discription
Liquisol 4EVERblue is a solar reflective paint with an expected lifetime up to 5 years.
This liquid solar control is a water based acrylic varnish which must be applied on the
outside of skylights, conservatories or sky domes fabricated in acrylate (PMMA),
polycarbonate, FRP or glass.
4EVERblue4EVERblue is a liquid material which forms a rug film after drying.
Because liquisol 4EVERblue is a translucent paint, every difference in quantity of paint on
the surface will be visible on the inside of the building. For example, 2 layers gives a
darker impression than 1 layer. Also every overlap can be visible. This is a fact that must
be known by the end user before installation.
4EVERblue contains pigments which reflect the infra-red heath of the sun, who absorb the
ultra violet light but who are translucent for the visual light.
In this way Liquisol 4EVERblue will protect buildings from overheating by blocking the
solar energy.

Surface preparation
In all cases the surface must be cleaned with Liquisol s00p Surface Cleaner.
The cleaner must be deluded with water by 1/20 up to 1/50.
Clean the surface with a rug sponge or brush, then wash of with clean water. Don't let the
dirty water/soap dry onto the surface before you wash it of with clean water, makes sure
that it stays wet before washing off. After cleaning wipe of the surface with a window wiper.
Make sure the surface is complely dry before you start the painting.
Test the adhasion of the paint on your type of surface by the ISO 2409:2007 scratch test.
You can download the report on our page www.liquisol.com/iso2409
If the test doesn't succeed, then the surface is to repellent for the application. This is
possible on new plastic surfaces.

Application guide
"
Temperature: Min 10°C relative humidity: max. 80 %."
"
"
"
Surface temperature: min: 10°C – max 35°C"
Do not apply at bright sunlight or at high risk of rain or condense.
Drying at 20°C and 65 % RH (relative humidity) :
Rain prove: 1h30; low temperature of high humidity increase the dry period. So please
check wheater forecast before installation.
Store Liquisol 4EVERblue in a cool, dry environment. Do not expose to direct sunlight.
Lifetime is at least 2 years in original package, at non freezing place.
Before application, thoroughly mix the paint until the paint becomes an homgenous paste
For application with 8 mm ANZA Antex roller, the paint is ready to use.
I If you use the GRACO EasyMax WPII, you can use the PAA411 nozzle.
If you use the GRACO STMAX at 100 bar, you can use a 0,011 inch nozzle.
Eventualy delute with 2 or 3 % water. To be sure that you apply enough but not to much
paint, please measure the surface and compare your 1liter on 8 m² result. With the airless,
please make sure that the surface is covered with paint but it only needs a very thin layer.

Performance and limitations
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Independently tested by Fraunhofer IPA, Stuttgart, Germany

With 1 liter of Liquisol 4EVERblue, you can cover up to 8 m² for 2 layers.
When dry the paint has an opaque look, a slight golden shine on the outside and a blue
shine on the inside. Liquisol 4EVERblue interacts with the infrared radiation of the sun, not
with the heat of a radiator. Therefore it is solar controlling and not insulating.

Tool for Cleaning:
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Tool for painting:

+
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VOC information
The EU limit for this product is (Class A/i):2010: 140 g /liter.
The VOC content of these products in ready use form is max.50g/liter.

Health and safety
These products are for professional use only, and are not to be used for purposes other
than those specified. The information on this TSD is based on present scientific an
technical knowledge, and it is the responsibility of user to take all necessary steps in order
to ensure the suitability of the product for the intended purpose . For Health and Safety
information please refer tot the Material Safety Data Sheet, also available at
www.liquisol.com

Warranty
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The Seller offers the Buyer of “Liquisol 4EVERblue” solar reflective paint (to be
applied on polyacrilate , polycarbonate, glass or FRP plates) (hereinafter “the
Products”) a warranty of 5 years against production defects.
The Buyer needs to inform the Seller in writing of possible production defects as soon
as possible and in any case within two months after the discovery of the defect and
present the original purchase ticket related to the Product (lack of compliance causing
loss of warranty).
When the warranty is applicable, the Seller commits itself to replace the Product free of
charge. If the replacement seems impossible or disproportional to the Seller, the Seller
has the right to give a price reduction or to cancel the agreement (to the choice of the
Seller).
The warranty period starts upon delivery of the Product to the Buyer. During an
intervention under warranty the warranty period is suspended, after which it continues
to run for the remaining duration only.
The Seller cannot be held liable for indirect and consequential damage (such as
corporated damages, commercial damages, loss of profit, loss of enjoyment...).
Moreover, its liability can never exceed the purchase price of the relevant Product.
Any defect/damage resulting from the following situations is not covered by the
Seller’s warranty:
- the incorrect application/installation of the Product (for example by not using the
soap indicated by the Manufacturer for preparation of the surface);
- external factors (failure to respect the guidelines in the TDS for cleaning, abnormal
use, …)

-

7."

failure to respect the technical guidelines TDS (for example: application of the
Product to an inappropriate surface)
normal wear & tear;
modifications to the Product;
To the extent permitted by law, the Seller excludes any and all liability (either
contractual or ex-contractual), except for the warranty conditions above.

